CREATING A WINNING R&D CULTURE – I

A new approach to selecting, training and coaching people helped to improve the effectiveness of new business development at Dow Chemical’s Polyolefins & Elastomers Business.

Greg A. Stevens and Kurt Swogger

OVERVIEW: Dow Chemical’s Polyolefins and Elastomers (PO&E) business was doing so poorly in 1991 that it was being considered for divestiture. This first of two articles describes how a five-step approach rejuvenated the business through the selection, training and coaching of people to identify profitable new business concepts. This is now part of a philosophy called Speed, which created over $23 billion in value between 1992 and 2008 for PO&E. The steps for this part of Speed are: 1) measuring and increasing the Creativity Index of the R&D leadership culture, which is genetic to a surprising degree; 2) Increasing the fit of leaders in specific jobs (Starters and Finishers); 3) Identifying, training and coaching creative Rainmakers as Business Opportunity Analysts, who routinely “morph” starting ideas into winners using a non-linear New Business Development (NBD) process; 4) Ensuring enough Finishers are present in the working groups to complete the projects; 5) Making sure management implements the positive findings. The five steps also present five new forward-looking R&D metrics that provide a clear and actionable game plan to create a winning R&D culture with 84%–95% success rates vs. the 11% rates that are typical after completing the early stages of NBD.
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If we get the right people in the right job, we’ve won the game.—Jack Welch (1).

Many studies have shown that in spite of the innumerable changes in New Business Development (NBD) thinking in the last 50 years, and in spite of all of the NBD stage-gate processes that have been put in place, the overall odds of success at the commercial launch stage have remained essentially unchanged (2–4). Only 1 in 125 small projects (typically involving one to three person-years of effort) or issued patents succeeds commercially. When a project reaches the stage of major development, including pilot plants and large R&D and commercialization teams, or advanced venture capital investments of time and money, the odds of success typically remain no greater than 1 in 4. Only 60% of new product launches succeed (4).

Even as the use of stage-gate NBD processes within major corporations has grown to now exceed 75%, the average percentage of products new to the company in the preceding five years has declined from 32% to 28% in the last ten years (5,6). At the very least, traditional linear stage-gate NBD processes are not working well enough. Could the “cure” (standard linear stage-gate NBD processes) be even worse than the disease?

Dow Polyolefins and Elastomers in 1991

In 1991 and before, The Dow Chemical Company’s overall odds of success for new product development were only 47% from launch vs. the norm of 60%, where success is defined as yielding economic profit. This was also true for the then-Polyethylene Business, which at the
time was being considered for merger or sale. Profitability was declining, not only because the business was in the trough of the supply-demand cycle, but more ominously because competitors had caught up. There had been no major new polymer developments in over five years. Consultants hired at the time advised top management to sell the business. Even top researchers and R&D management at the time said “patents don’t matter,” and many PO&E business leaders at the time said the business was nothing more than “three yards and a cloud of dust,” implying a low profitability game going forward.

This was the situation that one of the authors, Kurt Swogger, inherited in 1991 when he became the R&D director for the Polyethylene Business. In short, it was innovate or die. The time from first invention to first sales was typically 7–15 years in Dow. Any new initiatives to save the business had to achieve significant sales in less than nine years. The target was set to achieve one billion pounds of new polyolefin product sales in the year 2000, which would be 11 years from the first invention and nine years from the decision to do something, easily more than twice as fast as in the past. (What was actually achieved was 998 million pounds sold in the year 2000.)

The approaches that evolved in the Polyethylene Business (later renamed as the Polyolefins and Elastomers Business, PO&E) were: 1) a technology approach called Insite® Technology, which took advantage of inventions in catalysis, process and materials science, and 2) a development philosophy called Speed Based Development, or Speed, that allowed for very rapid product development cycle times (7–9). A key part of Speed involves selecting the right personality types for specific job roles. The thinking behind personnel selection grew out of the authors’ earlier experiences with trying to intuitively match varying personality types with job roles, resulting in both successes as well as some puzzling failures. This raised our interest in understanding more about the genetic nature of personality, a concept just emerging from academia in the early 1990s (7).

Research from the University of Minnesota showed that at least 50% and more likely 80% of a person’s core adult personality is determined by genetics (10). This is true for personality traits measured by virtually all valid psychometric profiling instruments including the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® or MBTI® (11). Extroversion and introversion, as well as creativity and innovativeness, are examples of personality traits determined to a large extent by genetics (see “Genetic Nature of Creativity,” below).

In the early 1990s, Dow’s PO&E management was also influenced by the work conducted over an earlier ten-
year period in a different part of Dow by one of the authors (Stevens), which found that certain types of creative personalities involved in the early stages of NBD were able to identify projects that out-earned others. These creative types were referred to by the authors as Rainmakers or Starters. The individuals in the top third of a Rainmaker Index\textsuperscript{SM} identified NBD projects that later went on to out-earn those identified by individuals in the bottom third of the Index by a factor of 95 times—a 9,500% improvement (8). Rainmakers are excellent at starting new product initiatives, while those who were of a more practical mindset were far better at finishing projects and getting them to the customer.

These findings were reported by Stevens in the early 1990s to PO&EE R&D top management. Later, these results would become a key part of the thinking of many executives within the PO&E group. Starting around 1992, the PO&E R&D leadership actively sought to raise the creativity of the overall R&D leadership culture by bringing in many more inherently creative individuals, or mavericks, often from other parts of Dow. They also used reorganizations and downturns in the business as opportunities to move out many of the less creative leaders.

Initially, top PO&E R&D management identified new creative leaders through excellent people-watching skills, interviews with the candidates and others who knew them, as well as trial and error in matching peoples’ aptitude to the job role. If it appeared that they had the wrong personality for a job, they would make a correction within just 3–6 months. In 2002, PO&E R&D leadership learned how to fit the right personalities with the right job roles even faster by augmenting the earlier methods with personality measuring tools (like the MBTI instrument) (8,9).

**Five Steps to More Effective NBD**

These results helped to create the approach used by PO&E R&D to transform its culture. The five-step people selection part of Speed that emerged from this journey is diagrammed schematically in Figure 1. This is the process that PO&E followed on an intuitive and qualitative basis initially. In 2002, after the authors compared their thinking, PO&E began using a more scientific and rigorous approach both for measuring personalities, and training and coaching its Business Opportunity Analysts (BOAs). A retrospective study using Stevens’ techniques quantified what had been done qualitatively before (with the same underlying concept) and suggested even quicker ways to achieve the same or better results (8,9). Continuing study and research helped refine the approach and will be reported in the second article of this series.

1. **Raise leadership group’s creativity**

The first question involves whether or not R&D leadership is innovative enough. PO&E R&D management identified two main personality types: Starters, later characterized via the MBTI instrument as NTPs (people with MBTI-based preferences for intuition, thinking and perceiving), and Finishers characterized as STJs (people with sensory, thinking and judging preferences).

The Starter personality types are creative, intuitive, visionary, and curious. They continually challenge the status-quo, and tend to be difficult to manage as well as difficult to follow when in leadership roles. They also tend to be unfocused, bubbling over with ideas. They tend to dislike details, agendas, may be viewed as impractical, and are often procrastinators. They typically score above 122 on the MBTI-based Starter Index, and often have NTP (intuitive, thinking, perceiving) preferences on the MBTI instrument. These people, when properly directed, can open up new markets and create new breakthrough processes. There is a very high correlation between the MBTI-based Creativity Index, and the Starter Index.

In contrast, the Finisher personality types are far more pragmatic, better focused, more respectful of authority, and more task-oriented. They like details, agendas, and are far steadier, consistent workers. They typically have scores below 122 on the Starter Index, and often have STJ (sensory, thinking, judging) preferences on the MBTI instrument. They are the people who get the job done. They capture the cash as they exploit the developed opportunity. Both Starters and Finishers are clearly needed in NBD groups.

Because individual personality is determined to a large extent by genetics, we believe it must follow that organizational cultures are also determined to a large extent by genetics, when organizational culture is defined as the collective mindset of the leadership in that organization.

In the case of PO&E R&D, we measured the personalities of all the top leaders in both managerial and technical positions (at a group leader level and up) with the MBTI instrument to determine the overall organizational culture. In 1991, we found that the PO&E’s R&D leadership culture was well below the national norm for creativity (Figure 2). In short, it lacked the will to innovate.
Recognizing this, management consciously decided to raise the level of creativity by bringing in more Starter types. Between 1991 and 2001, the group averages for both the Creativity Index and Starter Index were significantly increased within PO&E leadership. This is the only instance the authors are aware of in which an organizational culture has been made more creative this quickly in a measurable and lasting manner. The results are shown in Figure 2.

In contrast, traditional creativity-boosting approaches attempt to raise everyone’s creativity through group exercises and workshops (without bringing in more inherently creative people). The traditional approach has been in vogue for over 75 years (18–20). Therefore, one would think there should be many studies showing how this approach leads to lasting and measurable increases of a group’s creativity. However we have found no such studies—zero.

It is worth noting that while R&D leadership charged with creating new products needs to have approximately 60% Starter personality types, the business leadership overall needs far fewer Starters, and more Finishers (up to 70%) to make sure the job gets done. Unfortunately, we believe the typical business leadership in too many mature companies has fewer than 5% Starters. This may explain the lack of innovation in so many mature firms.

2. Match leadership personalities to job roles

People tend to perform best and gain the greatest job satisfaction in roles that enable them to use their natural gifts. Therefore, understanding the genetic nature of personality meant it was also critical to match the personalities of the leaders with appropriate job roles. Otherwise productivity suffers dramatically.

Starter personality types are best suited to job roles involving innovating and developing, requiring them to
operate in an area of ambiguity. These job roles include determining what new types of polymers are needed to meet customers’ needs, and then creating them.

Finisher personality types are best suited to growing and enhancing job roles that usually rely on using well-established procedures to solve problems. These jobs include commercializing existing products, keeping plants running well, and implementing procedures. Both continuous improvement and incremental advances are hallmarks of Finisher job roles.

When Finishers are asked to innovate, they typically fail to innovate and are miserable as well. Likewise, when Starters are asked to implement established procedures, at best they typically perform at a lackluster level. It is important to emphasize that there are no right or wrong personality types. All are needed, but in the right roles and in the right balance.

Starting in 1991, the match-up between the two main personality types and their proper job roles was low in PO&E leadership, (approximately 29%). By 1995 the match-up was consciously raised to 76% as judged by management’s intuition and 79% as later judged by the Starter Index (Figure 3). If someone was put into a role requiring them to innovate or develop a concept, but was not performing well, they were quickly moved into a job role more appropriate for Finisher personality types, and vice versa (9,26). Figures 3 and 4 show that the use of psychometric instruments (like the MBTI) is especially needed to quickly improve fit when there are reorganizations or changes within larger groups, as happened in 2000. In 2000, Dow Chemical made a large acquisition (Union Carbide Corporation), and several other plastics groups were added to PO&E, dropping the job match ratio. This later improved over time but it did take time.

3. Train and coach Rainmakers as BOAs

Great care must also be taken to help the organization identify opportunities to focus on with the greatest potential for financial returns. This is the Achilles heel of most NBD groups.

The PO&E R&D and business groups identified commercially significant opportunities in two principal ways. The first approach, Business Opportunity Analysis, was used particularly between 1991 and 1995, and to a lesser degree thereafter, to probe NBD concepts. (During the following years conventional marketing and sometimes research were used to fill this function, with less success). The individuals performing the BOA function, the Business Opportunity Analysts, tend to have technical backgrounds and at least 5–10 years of experience in the company. In PO&E, BOAs were most often located in the commercial departments. Their jobs included the following steps:

- Making sure the new product concepts fit within the business. This was done though a careful process of determining top management’s “Gut Level Screen,” ensuring that the opportunities presented to them by the BOAs would truly excite top management from a standpoint of potential size and profitability, timing, geography, technology, and markets.

- Preparing draft propositions (or hypotheses) to test with potential customers and global experts, related to customer need, cost-performance vs. the competition, value to the customer and to Dow, and sustainable competitive advantage.

- Visiting customers or other global experts at their locations and plants, testing the draft propositions, determining the customers’ true functional requirements (which they often cannot articulate themselves), and analyzing the results.
Building system cost-performance models of the way customers use products or services (including labor, capital and raw materials), both today and tomorrow—the next generation already on the drawing board. These results then need to be compared with potential new offerings based on both performance and cost.

Morphing the concept until a winning concept for commercialization is identified, then reporting to top management, while typically staying within the zone of top management's Gut Level Screen.

When the initial new product ideas are analyzed critically, the shape of the success curve dictates that very few starting point ideas will be commercial (4). Usually, the BOA ends up shelving the initial idea. Perhaps the proposed un-met customer need no longer exists, or the potential new offering is not competitive in overall cost-performance, or your firm cannot create the means for a sustainable competitive advantage. In short, BOAs are likely to discover why the starting point idea should be shelved (or even killed.) This is a major problem with linear stage-gate NBD processes: statistically they turn into "killing machines."

We have found that successful BOAs and marketing people, like R&D leadership, need a creative mindset which enables them to morph a starting-point idea (statistically doomed to fail) into a winner. Earlier research by one of the authors (Stevens) has shown that certain Rainmaker personality types out-perform others in the BOA role. A Rainmaker is closely correlated with the PO&E working definition of a Starter.

As with BOAs in the bottom third of the Rainmaker Index, those in the top third of the index also end up...
shelving the vast majority of starting-point ideas. However, in the same process the top third of the BOAs also uncover the real customer’s unmet needs (often unspoken) along with the value of meeting those needs. In short, they morph the starting-point idea. After a second turn of analysis, the morphed ideas were remarkably positive. In fact, over 95% of the morphed ideas made money after commercialization vs. the normal 11% odds of success from the end of the early stages of the NBD process (8). The 95% success rates were made possible in part because there was virtually no technical uncertainty among these particular BOAs. Clearly, the success rates cannot be higher than the degree of technical uncertainty. The BOA approach essentially removes the market uncertainty while also focusing R&D on opportunities that will be highly profitable if technically successful.

Note that the Rainmaker Index is highly correlated with the MBTI-based Creativity Index, meaning that Rainmakers are indeed highly creative in a technical sense (8). Their creativity is needed because starting-point ideas are rarely commercial. In short, “It’s the People—not the Process that matters most (7).”

It was critically important that the staged NBD process the BOAs used was among the best such approaches then available (27, 28). Even so, the original consultant’s approach was significantly modified (and sometimes ignored) internally by Dow to allow starting ideas to morph by making the process far more non-linear than Dow’s consultants originally taught. The projects that were initially coached by the consultants in a strictly linear fashion achieved positive outcomes only 11% of the time vs. 49% after a few of the more creative BOAs independently learned to morph their starting-point concepts. By even more routinely morphing starting-point ideas, we now achieve over 80% positive outcomes from the individuals coached.

It is doubtful whether the same results would have been obtained with a similar group of BOAs working a run-of-the-mill linear stage-gate NBD process, because there has been no correlation found between corporate success and the use of such linear structured NBD systems. Traditional linear stage-gate systems seem to work only for incremental improvements and process improvements, not for breakthrough innovations (29). Even Robert Cooper noted that after 25 years of research in NBD stage-gate processes, “. . . there is little evidence that success rates or research and development productivity have increased much,” and “. . . just having a new product process has absolutely no impact on performance” (30).

To drive the point home, had BOAs been forced to use a linear stage-gate process at Dow (emphasizing “go-kill” decisions at the review gates, instead of being allowed to morph starting-point ideas into winners), then there would have been far less benefit from the NBD process in its entirety, and most likely no benefit whatsoever. If this had been the case, then of course there would have been little or no difference found between the personality types involved and their effectiveness at identifying

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>PO &amp; E R&amp;D Leadership Group</th>
<th># of Leaders in PO &amp; E R&amp;D</th>
<th>% Starters ≥122</th>
<th>Starter-Index MBTI-Based</th>
<th>Avg. Creativity-Index MBTI-Based</th>
<th>Avg. Rainmaker-Index MBTI-Based</th>
<th>Overall Culture MBTI-Based</th>
<th>Avg. Job Level “Hay Points”</th>
<th>Avg. Years Professional Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td><strong>Combined</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>207.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>STJ</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific Leaders</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>172.6</td>
<td>−6.4</td>
<td>ESTJ</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial Leaders</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>103.6</td>
<td>227.2</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>ISTJ</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td><strong>Combined</strong></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>258.1</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>NTJ</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific Leaders</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>117.3</td>
<td>246.9</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>STJ</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial Leaders</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>264.0</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>INTJ</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td><strong>Combined</strong></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>134.4</td>
<td>286.9</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific Leaders</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>126.5</td>
<td>269.6</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>INTJ</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial Leaders</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>143.5</td>
<td>306.8</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>ENTP</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.**—Leading-indicator metrics show an increase in creativity within the Polyolefins and Elastomers Business R&D leadership between 1991, 1995 and 2001.
profitable NBD opportunities. Creative BOAs require a non-linear NBD process like Speed for there to be significant benefit from their creativity.

To learn the structured NBD approach, BOAs were heavily coached through their first one or two projects over a period of six months to two years. Most typically they worked full-time in the BOA role. Virtually all the BOAs in PO&E were in the top third of the Rainmaker Index, with indices above 40 (8). When marketing was assuming this role after 1995, their success rate was much lower as marketers at that time were mostly ex-sellers who were Finishers. It took years as well as a couple of major failures to get this discipline back. The successful innovations were done by the few innovative marketing people as well as some research people who did the marketing. This was changed in 2001 back to the BOA model.

New product applications in PO&E R&D were targeted in three major markets: packaging, durables and automotive, involving replacing five competing materials: EVA, synthetic non-woven fiber, impact modifier, flexible PVC, and conventional polyolefin line extensions (31).

Real breakthrough technology was developed within PO&E R&D in order to pursue these new applications using Insite technology (a metallocene-based, single-site catalyst). The Insite technology enabled producing far more valuable elastomers from existing low-cost polyolefin plants (and feed stocks), with relatively minor modifications (7). BOA was used for the more complex markets and technologies from this effort (another example being high-voltage wire and cable insulation), as well as for the less-well-defined NBD projects.

The second major approach used to target opportunities was generally used for understanding less complicated market opportunities. This was done under the banner of DFSS (Design for Six Sigma). In this approach, PO&E R&D worked together with marketing, taking great care to ensure that they understood key customers’ real functional requirements. If a new lower-cost polymer could replace a widely used higher-cost polymer, it simply should win in the marketplace. In these cases the more complicated analyses provided by BOA were not required.

Based on the findings of many Business Opportunity Analyses as well as all the other forms of market investigations, the goal of several billion pounds of new polymer sales was established as realistically achievable in less than 10 years. These goals, which have long since been surpassed, were called audacious, even delusional, (these were the printable words) by many within PO&E leadership, who did not fully understand the power of the new set of rules allowed by Insite technology and Speed.

The 2005 sales from new products resulting from these efforts reached $1.5 billion per year (with over 2 billion pounds per year of new polymers). Well over $6 billion in cumulative value was delivered from new products, processes, businesses, joint ventures, and acquisitions alone since 1991 by the efforts of the PO&E R&D and business groups through 2004, as previously published (7, 32). Since that time, the value delivered from this approach has increased dramatically. In December 2007, Andrew Liveris, Dow Chemical chairman and CEO, announced a joint venture with Petrochemical Industries Company (PIC), a wholly owned subsidiary of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation for $19 billion. Dow Chemical was to receive $9.5 billion in cash while retaining 50% ownership in late 2008 (33). Dow would also retain a profitable 2 billion pounds per year elastomers business. The total value delivered to date that can be fully attributed to this overall innovation approach in the PO&E business is now well in excess of an estimated $23 billion. (This counts free cash flow generated by the new technology-based polymers over the past several years, plus the JV equity, plus the value of the retained elastomers business, minus the original value of the PO&E business in 1991, when it was on the block for sale) (34).

The value delivered has also helped enable Dow Chemical’s purchase of specialty chemical producer Rohm and Haas for $18.8 billion. The purchase has been approved by both company’s boards of directors and was expected to be completed in early 2009 (35).

It is possible to estimate the size of the BOA group needed, depending on the size of the businesses and its growth goals. Through more than 20 years of practical experience we have developed the following rule of thumb: One well coached and experienced Rainmaker working full time as a BOA on average identifies new business development opportunities with $50 million sales potential per year, in large industrial corporations operating in global markets. Of course, there is a large range in the size of opportunities discovered, with some being as small as $5 million while others exceed $500 million per year sales potential (as was often the case for Insite metallocene catalyzed polyolefins).

The size of the BOA group can be scaled to the size and growth goals of the business. A $10 billion sales company with a revenue growth goal of 15% per year (or $1.5 billion in new sales per year) would need approximately 30 BOAs. A full time BOA typically conducts two major project analyses per year. However, while the great majority of projects are positive after the BOA morphs them, not every project is positive. Some positive findings will also require research which ultimately may not succeed. And while the Rainmaker strives to ensure that most projects fit top management’s Gut Level Screen, not every positive outcome will be acted upon by the business. Therefore, we are assuming that just half of each BOA’s two projects per year ulti-
4. Ensure enough Finishers among non-leadership professionals

Someone has to grow the opportunity to make money. We hypothesize this requires a higher percentage of Finisher personality types within the larger group of non-leadership professionals (i.e., the workers) than within NBD or R&D leadership professionals.

We are in the process of empirically determining what this percentage should be, using the highly effective PO&E R&D group of 2003 as a base. From observation and experience, we hypothesize that the makeup within the rank and file R&D group should be approximately 20–30% Starters and 70–80% Finishers (vs. 60% Starters and 40% Finishers within R&D leadership roles). We hope the findings can be reported in the near future. The point is, when R&D leadership is primarily made of Starters, and replicates itself among the non-leadership R&D group (by choosing primarily Starters instead of primarily Finishers), then very little makes it to commercial success. One of PO&E’s R&D leaders picked a team of all Starters for a project so “things could get done in a hurry.” Several months later he came back to ask one of the authors (Swogger) for some Finishers because while lots of things got started, nothing got finished!

Figure 6 shows that the leadership human resource portfolio needs to be continually rebalanced with the businesses portfolio and product life-cycle. (The non-leadership groups among both should be primarily Finishers.) Figure 7 describes the major job roles in greater detail.

5. Review middle management’s implementation plan

The BOA’s final step is capturing the information in a clear presentation to the business management, describing why it fits top management’s Gut Level Screen and why it will win. But then what? Sometimes middle management does the right thing and takes action to com-
cialize the new business opportunity. Sometimes they legitimately ask for more information. However, far too often (approximately half to two-thirds of the time) middle management fails to take the right actions. After a BOA presentation with a recommended course of action, a manager should either agree with the information and take appropriate action, or disagree with the information, refuting it with better information, and take a different course.

There are two major categories of management failure related to NBD findings from a BOA:

1. Management fails to shut down the work which the BOA proved cannot succeed. In all of the cases where BOAs clearly showed why the starting ideas were doomed, and management tried to commercialize them anyway, failures occurred, often ending with massive write-offs involving hundreds of millions of dollars.

2. Management fails to commercialize the positive morphed ideas from the analyses. The opportunity costs of missing out on new commercial products and services can run into the billions of dollars. In both cases the financial impact of improving middle management’s actions is high.

Naturally there are managers who do considerably better, batting nearly 100% in their implementation plans, and those that do far worse. We predict that finding ways for improving management decision making regarding NBD initiatives will become one of the next exciting frontiers for improving NBD productivity because management failure is one of the remaining major bottlenecks limiting NBD success.

Reasons for failed decisions include:

- Management is too busy and quite literally over-worked. NBD initiatives are easy to neglect, and the opportunity drifts away. We have seen management ignore opportunities that should have led to multi-billion-dollar businesses.

- Projects take on a life of their own, and gain powerful political constituencies forcing them forward. This is by far the biggest issue leading to NBD management failure. These political constituencies are difficult for managers to take on, all the more so if the organization is heavily matrixed. In matrix management organizations managers can get “zapped” by important yet displeased people from many different departments and functions whose project the BOA is often recommending be shelved. In short, it takes guts and political savvy to stand up and find an acceptable way to say “no,” precisely because it is professionally risky for a manager. Saying “no” can easily save large corporations hundreds of millions of dollars per project.

- The BOA findings typically require business management to deal with not just one but two surprises. First, the starting idea is rarely commercial. This can be a big disappointment, particularly so when managers themselves are already emotionally and financially invested in it. Secondly, the managers are not yet emotionally invested in the new idea. Management also too often fancies themselves to be experts at NBD, when all they may have done before is help run parts of an existing business. NBD is a more brutal and unforgiving game. Consequently, managers often reject the deep insight being provided by the BOA. Most of these factors leading to management failure relate to excessive pride and ego, natural human emotions.

However, the resulting failures can no longer be tolerated in an increasingly competitive global marketplace. In the recent past this was less crucial because the information that managers were acting on relative to NBD was usually wrong to begin with (4)! In this case, having a middle manager ignoring the unintentionally bad information could be in the company’s best interests. However, when the other bottlenecks in the NBD process are eliminated, and the information on how to succeed becomes of remarkably high quality, management judgment is exposed as the next weak link.

How can we help management become more effective with NBD initiatives? Another step is needed. Upper management needs to instill practices to closely review and monitor middle management’s actions related to the NBD findings. Three reviews are usually needed after the initial presentation from the BOA, with the BOA, upper management and middle management present at all three. In these reviews (each spaced apart two weeks or so), middle management indicates what they propose...
to do after they have considered the BOA’s final report. The BOA indicates whether or not they think this will optimize the business potential of their findings. It needs to be discussed and debated openly and factually. Upper management can count on the first plan from middle management usually containing far too much of the status quo. Knowing that will likely be the case, upper management should expect to disagree with middle management after the first implementation planning meeting.

This process is repeated with the BOA present until agreement is reached. Only then does top management sign off and agree to provide the resources needed. Middle management is then committed to a course of action. After a month, in the third implementation meeting, top management reviews the real actions being taken, again with the BOA present to challenge, with corrective action taken as needed. Typically taking the correct actions requires both stopping an ongoing initiative, and starting others that should result in significant new business opportunities. Both are a challenge to accomplish, and require great political skill and finesse on the part of both middle and upper management.

As common sense as this sounds, we have rarely seen 360-degree pre-implementation reviews conducted outside of PO&E R&D. Instead, we more often hear words after BOA reports to the effect that “you can’t say that politically,” or “it’s a done deal,” even regarding projects that the BOA has just determined have a 100% chance of failure.

If middle managers refuse to take the right actions based on the BOA’s findings, (or do not refute those findings with better information), then they should be reassigned. This requires fast and strong action from top management. Far too much is at stake financially. A nother way to say this is that NBD managers who make bad decisions usually go on to make many more bad decisions if allowed to do so. Nothing is more damaging to the future success of an organization than poor decision making by NBD management.

Figure 7.—Job descriptions for Starter personality types (Initiating and Developing job roles) and Finisher personality types (Growing and Enhancing job roles) apply to leaders as well as workers.
Of all the NBD success factor studies conducted by academics, far too few consider the roles of top and middle management, even though this is undoubtedly one of the most important success factors of all. The Polyolefins and Elastomers R&D and business top leadership was remarkably consistent and strong in this regard for 15 years, in part by holding semi-annual week-long reviews of all the projects. This was not (and still is not) true for The Dow Chemical Company as a whole. The crucial role of top PO&E management has been acknowledged by the Product Development and Management Association (PDMA) in 2003 via the award of Outstanding Corporate Innovator, the first time this award was ever made to an individual business within a larger corporation (36).

**Five New Forward-Looking Performance Metrics**

Between 1991 and 2001, PO&E R&D leadership was intentionally made more creative by bringing in more inherently creative individuals, and the leaders were much better matched with their job roles. Additionally, a much better job was done in the early stages of NBD, both through Rainmakers formally conducting Business Opportunity Analyses as well as less formally by PO&E R&D and the business groups, while still ensuring a deep understanding of key customers’ functional needs and the cost-performance of competing approaches.

It was important to measure R&D effectiveness over this same time period. There are two broad categories of performance metrics to consider. The first category includes the traditional backward-looking metrics, primarily of a financial nature, but also related to speed to market and patents granted. Because backward-looking performance metrics measure what has already happened, many years must pass before learning the answers. In contrast, forward-looking or leading-indicator metrics are predictive of future R&D effectiveness. Not only have we collected a large number of backward-looking R&D performance metrics for PO&E R&D spanning more than ten years, but we also believe that this experience provides the basis for a new and unique set of forward-looking metrics or leading indicators that are indicative of future R&D group effectiveness (see Figure 8).

From the standpoint of backward-looking performance metrics, Dow’s PO&E has achieved best-in-class for time to market, and added over $23 billion in cumulative value through 2008 (Figures 8 and 9) (7,9,34).

“In terms of the normative value of predictions, scholarly work would have greater implications for practice if it could produce ex ante predictions rather than ex post predictions (37).” In other words, while anyone can predict the past, more useful forward-looking metrics are needed to predict future profits (which are usually years away) from today’s NBD efforts. The five forward-looking performance metrics (or leading indicators) that we have found to predict future NBD commercial success are listed in Figure 8 and described below.

**1. More visionary leaders**

It is important to ensure that the organization’s leadership culture is in line with the function of their group. In the case of PO&E R&D, there was an imperative to create new technology for new polymeric products. Therefore, it was important to raise the level of creativity within the combined leadership group, including both managerial and scientific leaders. For groups that need to be creative, the leadership should be approximately 60% Starters personality types. This is easy to measure with any valid psychological instrument including the MBTI-based Starter Index. As demonstrated, the leadership culture can be quickly changed; if more creative leadership is needed (as was the case in PO&E in 1991), then more creative leaders must be brought in, because creativity is largely genetic in nature. 60% Starters are needed within the leadership groups to dominate the culture with creative thinking.

Over the course of ten years, more than 85% of the leadership was changed in PO&E R&D, with many more inherently creative leaders being added than were present at the start (Figure 2). However, 100% Starters in the leadership group would also be a disaster, as too few NBD projects would get completed. It works well to pair leaders with their opposite type: Starter scientists with Finisher managers, and vice versa. These are far from natural pairings, and doing so often requires firm upper management.

**2. Better fit of leaders’ personalities with job roles**

The degree to which the personalities of leaders (Starters or Finishers, in both technical and managerial leadership roles) are matched with job roles can be measured and quickly changed either by moving people around within the same group, or moving people in and out of the group. This is particularly important for leadership roles, where the fit between personalities and job roles should be approximately 80-90%. There needs to be room for some exceptions, particularly for the Finisher types of leaders who understand the importance of having Starters involved when innovation is needed. Still, exceptions should be exceptional and not the rule. Achieving excellent fit between personalities and job roles is critical for all the business functions and leaders, not just within R&D.

**3. High Rainmaker Indices and Quality Analyses**

Having BOAs almost entirely with Rainmaker Indices over 40 helps ensure that they will have a much higher probability of morphing starting-point projects into winners. Now and then, there may be a manager with a lower Rainmaker Index who needs to go through the coaching procedure in order to know how to better
manage Rainmakers. In this case, they should still have a higher-than-average Rainmaker Index.

However, just getting creative types into these roles is not sufficient. If that is all that is done, it would be far better not to select these personalities for these roles. While Rainmakers are inherently creative, they are also not very disciplined in challenging their ideas related to customer needs, competitive cost-performance, value and sustainable competitive advantage. Potential Rainmakers need a significant degree of training and coaching before becoming actualized Rainmakers. Even after their initial coaching and training they need a high degree of ongoing management attention as they work through the process time and again.

Metrics need to be in place to ensure high quality of Business Opportunity Analyses, because Rainmakers will inherently try to short circuit almost any process. The following metrics will help middle management ensure ongoing excellence of the BOA function itself. Without these metrics, most Rainmakers will almost always say they are fully using the process when they are using only 15% of it. Key factors for success include the following:

- 100% of potential Rainmakers need to be coached by a certified BOA.—No one, in over 40 years of cumulative experience in this particular function, has ever learned it without extensive one-on-one coaching. (That would be like trying to learn to play PGA-level championship golf without a coach, and without lifting a club.) Experiential learning is key. The coaching is typified by 40–50 meetings between the coach and the BOA, often lasting several hours each. They need to be coached on their first one or two projects through all five steps of the NBD process mentioned earlier. The organizing and implementing aspects of NBD are each in turn made up of sub-categories of activities, all of which can be easily measured. Management should strive to achieve scores of at least 90% for these metrics (Figure 5) for every BOA conducted in their group.

- 100% of BOAs Certified.—The BOAs who are expected to repeat the approach independently need to be certified by a qualified BOA coach. When preselecting
BOAs with Rainmaker Indices above 40 points (as well as through personal interviews) the success rates from coaching are approximately 80%. This is about four times higher than without using the Rainmaker Index. Even so, one in five BOAs won’t make it. If their coach finds that they are unlikely to perform the function largely on their own, even after being coached through two projects (as is typical, with less coaching on their second project), then the potential BOAs should not be allowed to continue in these roles. Too much is at stake.

Continuing management for BOAs.— Once certified, the BOAs still need to be monitored by management, and encouraged to perform the five major steps of the process as described earlier. It is not enough to know what to do. You actually have to do it, on every NBD project! Experience shows that without these metrics to help management maintain discipline, the system usually degrades within 18–24 months to business as usual, i.e. 11% success instead of 84% to 95% successes from the end of the early stages of analysis.

High-Quality Business Opportunity Analysis.— Of all of the leading-indicator metrics, those related to organizing and especially implementing Business Opportunity Analyses in a high-quality manner are the most important of all. This is because not doing the work involved in Business Opportunity Analysis is the largest barrier to commercial success. It will take three to six months to coach the first group of BOAs, assuming they are fully dedicated to this role. Because of the relative scarcity of these kinds of people, and the effort required from them, the BOAs must be given projects which are both significant and challenging, plus the time needed to morph them into winners. Smaller or incremental projects should be done by more traditional approaches augmented by tools such as provided by Six Sigma.

4. 70–80% Finishers among non-leadership workers
While a more exact number is being defined, we believe it will take approximately 70% Finishers among the much larger group of non-leadership R&D professionals to make sure projects get delivered in a timely fashion. This metric also can be quickly measured (in a matter of weeks) and adjusted by management in a matter of months, by moving people around as needed. However, there is no perfect mix of Starters and Finishers. The mix within the working group (as well as in leadership roles) must be varied tactically by upper and middle management as the mix of projects continually shifts. When the NBD pipeline is too empty, management needs to quickly bring in more Starters. When the NBD pipeline is too full, management needs to add more Finishers to complete the projects and make money. The concept of Starters and Finishers is already starting to gain traction in both academia and the popular press (38).

5. 360° action-planning meetings
It is important to hold pre-implementation action-planning meetings for middle management, with top management and the BOA present. It is simple to measure whether or not the pre-implementation planning review meetings are taking place, as described earlier. It is also possible for top management to take fast and appropriate action based on the results from these meetings.

Figure 9.—PO&E now has best-in class time to market from inception to launch, and delivered over $6 billion in cumulative value between 1991–2004, and $23 billion through 2008.
Roadmap for Management

The five new forward-looking R&D metrics described here constitute a roadmap for management actions to improve NBD effectiveness. Improvements (as measured by these metrics) have led to a steady stream of NBD winners, including many breakthrough products and services. For example, within PO&E R&D, these activities resulted in more than 16 successful major new breakthrough product innovations spanning more than ten years for PO&E R&D. Examples include Engage™ Polyolefin Elastomers, Dow XLA™ Elastic Fibers, Affinity™ Adhesives, Thermoplastic TPOs, and Polyolefin Dispersion.

Success rates from the end of the early stages of NBD in PO&E were 84% (16 of 19 launches succeeded), vs. the industrial norm of 11% (4,32), (or 60% from launch) with more blockbusters continually coming on-stream. An earlier longitudinal study of this approach spanning ten years found success rates of 95%, involving about twice as many NBD projects, so these findings are repeatable (8). With differentiated businesses led by Starters and low-cost businesses led by Finishers, the overall PO&E business was able to become both innovative and low-cost.

The total value delivered by the PO&E business through 2008 using these approaches has been well in excess of an estimated $23 billion. This drives home the commercial importance of considering this approach, based on the genetic perspective of creativity, plus taught business discipline. Had this approach not been followed, virtually none of this value would have been created.

Growth from innovation is one of the fundamental business strategies. To succeed, there must be a corresponding innovation mindset across the business as well as in R&D. Abandonment of growth to R&D without support and involvement from the business (including marketing and production support) means the growth initiatives would simply fail.

**Low-Cost Plus Differentiated Simultaneously**

Michael Porter describes two main strategies: 1) low-cost products and services, and 2) highly innovative (i.e. differentiated) products and services (39). Few if any companies perform both strategies well. Porter teaches that a company can do one or the other strategy well, but not both. We believe that the genetic nature of personality and creativity explains why it has been virtually impossible for the same organization to operate both a low-cost strategy and a differentiated strategy at the same time.

The low-cost approach requires and rewards a culture primarily of superb Finishers (with a few Starters for new ideas), while the innovative strategy requires and rewards a culture primarily of Starters (but with approximately 40% Finishers in leadership roles to get the job done). Both organizational cultures are largely genetic in their makeup. Therefore, an organizational culture, or tribe, made up almost entirely of Finishers, that is inherently good at the low-cost strategy will be inherently bad at the innovative strategy, which requires more Starters, and vice versa.

Further, the two personality types and cultures usually do not get along, so one tribe almost always forces the other out over time, creating a very distinct culture of either Finishers (most typically) or Starters. Neither a pure Starter culture nor a pure Finisher culture would be optimal. They both need some diversity of thought, but in different proportions.

Firms are typically begun by innovative Starters (which may also be why most new firms do not survive the chaos of the start-up phase!) For those that do survive, there is far more work requiring Finisher skills (production, selling, accounting, safety, quality, shipping and logistics) than Starter skills (innovating in R&D, marketing, advertising). Therefore, the leadership of most firms typically shifts over a period of 20–30 years toward becoming a culture of Finishers—operationally excellent, but no longer able to innovate at world-class levels. The end result is usually a sudden turn-over catastrophe, from which only one in three firms typically recovers. This is very likely one of the major reasons that the average life of Fortune 500 companies is only about 40 years (40,41). Most firms appear to literally have a biological lifetime based on their natural aging process as they gradually shift from a genetic Starter culture to a genetic Finisher culture.

In the future, understanding the largely genetic nature of personality should allow organizations to have subgroups of creative leadership composed of more Starters, even within a larger organization that needs to be more heavily staffed with Finishers. This should allow organizations to routinely capture the holy grail of strategy, by being both low cost and highly innovative at the same time, as was achieved in the Dow PO&E business. Such organizations will have a remarkable people-based sustainable competitive advantage (being both differentiated by utilizing predominantly Starter tribes, and low cost by utilizing predominantly Finisher tribes) making them nearly unstoppable.

In sum, managers should not ask, “Can we afford to do this?” but rather, “Can we afford not to?” As it has been written, “If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will save you. If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not bring forth will destroy you” (42).
Part II of this article will show how this same approach was later implemented in just one to two years.
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